Delivering consistent and seamless collaboration experiences
98% of people experience frustration with video conferencing while working from home.

Webex platform supports the new hybrid workspace with flexible, seamless, and intuitive experiences for remote offices or an entire campus.

Office desks
Meeting rooms
Home office
Coffee shops and on the go

Collaboration is happening anytime, anywhere and on any device:

96%

A single pane of glass to manage your collaboration suite.

Control Hub
Learn more

Delivering elevated, intelligent workplace experiences
96% of companies say they could improve work environments with intelligent workplace technology.

Zero-touch provisioning makes it easy to import and sync users from any identity provider—whether on-premises or in the cloud.

Assign users the right level of access and entitlement based on policies you define.

Current room capacity: 2
To comply with social distancing guidelines this room's capacity is limited.

Control Hub
A single pane of glass to manage your collaboration suite.

Learn more

Ensuring a safe return to the office for all employees
97% of the workforce wants changes to make work environments safer.

Attribute each space in your office to a workspace and review analytics on device user, occupancy count, and even ambient or background noise.

Learn more

Quickly identify and troubleshoot user experience issues in ongoing Webex Meetings with real-time troubleshooting.

Business leaders and maintenance team members can now play Webex meetings with end-to-end metrics via the Business Insight report.

Learn more
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